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Introduction The main character of the movie is also the name of the movie. Â Â A young man is living the comfort of a middle-class lifestyle, however he is unaware that there is a deadly entity waiting in the shadows to abduct him and his family. Due to the many similarities with the more recent VFX nightmare, The Mummy (Universal,
2001), the movie appears to have been inspired by the 1999 Thirrupathi Vazha paatu song, which is sung by the female protagonist, "Kannu vettu poi saandha paalu paalu" (Kannu kee ilekku poina sayi kannu vittu paalu paalu). Plot The main characters of the movie are: Anjane - The main protagonist and name of the movie Shivani - The
protagonist's wife, and mother of Tanula and Manula Anjan - The protagonist's best friend Tanula - The protagonist's young daughter Manula - The protagonist's young son Swami - Anjan's grandfather Aaliya - Shivani's mother Mayum - Anjan's mother Melting pot of the United States The primary setting of the movie's story was located in New
York, USA and the family lived in a suburban apartment complex. The protagonist is the son of an Indian immigrant and a Caucasian American Â . It is clear that the principal setting of the movie is America, due to the characters speaking in English, the use of English titles, and the script even includes Americanisms like "oops" and "I have a
bad feeling about this". Â The second significant feature of the film is the use of the English language, as well as the predominance of the New York dialect of the American Â . Considering the fact that the movie was released during the year of 2005, we can safely assume that the movie was set in the past (after 1995) because of references to
the internet (such as the use of Â .com and.net domains), computer usage (such as e-mail and social networking sites), and due to the incorporation of references to popular television (such as the use of series logos) Â . Significant elements The goal of the movie is to promote a positive self-
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